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Abstract 
We construct a family of finite maximal codes over the alphabet {u. h} which verify the factorization 
conjecture on codes proposed by Schiitzenberger. This family contains any finite maximal code with 
at most three occurrences of the letter b by word. 
1. Introduction 
This paper gives a partial answer to the conjecture of factorization of finite maximal 
codes proposed by Schtitzenberger (see [2,3]). 
The theory of variable-length codes was born in Shannon’s early works on informa- 
tion transmission in the 1950s. It was subsequently developed in an algebraic direction 
by Schiitzenberger and his school, and is now a part of theoretical computer science 
related to automata theory, formal power series and languages theory [24,25]. For 
a complete survey of the theory of codes see [23. 
Codes C are naturally defined as subsets of A* such that any word w in A* has at 
most one factorization into words of C. One important aim of the theory of codes is to 
give a structural description of the codes in a way that allows their construction. This 
is easily accomplished for pre$x (sufJix) codes, i.e. codes such that none of their words 
is a left (right) factor of another one. This is also verified for finite maximal bipre$x 
codes [9, lo] i.e. finite maximal codes both prefix and suffix. However no systematic 
method is known to construct all finite codes and particularly all finite maximal codes. 
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In this context, Schutzenberger has proposed several conjectures. A first one, still 
open today, is inspired by a problem of information theory and states that any.finite 
maximal code is commutatively equivalent to a prefix code (i.e. they have the same 
commutative image) [ 191. A more general conjecture has been formulated in terms of 
noncommutative polynomials of Z(A): any finite maximal code CGA * isfactorizing, 
i.e. there exist finite subsets P, S of A * such that C- 1 = P(A - 1)s (C denotes the -- -- 
characteristic polynomial of C). The major contribution to this conjecture is due to 
Reutenauer [21,22]. He proved that for any finite maximal code C equality 
C- 1 = P(A- 1)s holds with P, SEZ(A). We call (P, S) a factorization of C. Then, if 
the factorization conjecture would be true, there would exist a ‘privileged’ factor- 
ization (P,S) of C with P,SEN(A). 
In a natural way codes having multiple factorizations were investigated. Bee 
created a particular family of factorizing codes C with a unique factorization [4,5]. 
Other families of factorizing codes were constructed in the framework of another 
Schiitzenberger’s conjecture. This conjecture dealt with the notions of decomposability 
and degree of codes [25]. If C1 is a code over the alphabet A and C2 a code over the 
alphabet C1 , then the image of C2 into A * is again a code over A named the composed 
code. The degree is a parameter associated with codes. The codes of Bee are syn- 
chronous, i.e. they have degree 1. Perrin constructed a family of prefix factorizing codes 
all indecomposable and asynchronous (with degree > 1) [IS]. Moreover Vincent 1271 
found a method to construct asynchronous indecomposable factorizing codes neither 
prefix nor suffix. Finally a characterization of codes having multiple factorizations can 
be found in [S-S]. 
On the other hand algorithms exist to construct some families of codes, finite 
maximal codes over the alphabet {a, h} which have few letters h by word: they are 
l-codes or 2-codes, a n-code being a finite maximal code with n letters h or less by 
word. This shares some properties with a special class of binomial trees corresponding 
to particularly efficient algorithms [ 11. 
l- and 2-codes are factorizing and algorithms to construct them are all obtained by 
using a class of,facrorizations of the cyclic group Z, (see [20] for 1 -codes and [ 11,121 
for 2-codes). A factorization of the finite cyclic group Z, is a pair (I,J) of subsets of 
N such that any mEi&, can be uniquely written as m= i+j (mod n) with iEl, jEJ [15]. 
The structure of the factorizations of Z, is unknown except for the class used for l- 
and 2-codes. This class was also described by Hajos [13,16]. The study of the degree 
and the decomposability of n-codes with ~163 can be found in [S-S]. 
Then some natural questions arise in this framework. Can any factorizing code be 
constructed by using only this class of factorizing codes? Does there exist a similar 
relation between a finite maximal code and a factorization of cyclic group? Does there 
exist a recursive transformation which turn a finite maximal code into a factorizing code? 
We answer positively to the first question for 3-codes and we conjecture that this 
result remains true in the general case. 
We solve the factorization conjecture for 3-codes. Moreover we prove that for any 
factorization (P, S) of a 3-code, then P, S are characteristic polynomials. It is known 
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that this result does not hold for any finite maximal code [23]. Thus the demonstra- 
tion techniques presented in this paper can certainly not be extended to any finite 
maximal code. An open research direction consists in seeing whether they can be 
extended to finite maximal codes which admit only one factorization. 
We construct a class of n-codes which are factorizing and which can be obtained 
recursively starting by a (n - 1)-code. More precisely, for any PEZ( A) denote P, the 
polynomial such that any word in supp(P,) has r occurrences of the letter b and 
P=P,+ ... +P,. Let (P,S) be a factorization of C with P=PO+ ... +P,. Suppose 
that (PO + ... +Pr) (A- l)S+ 120, for any rE{O, . . . , h}. We prove that C is factoriz- 
ing. As for 3-codes, Hajos factorizations of Z, are used in this construction. 
These results can be generalized to arbitrary alphabets A having cardinality greater 
than two. 
This paper is divided in six parts. In Section 2 we recall several previous definitions 
and results. In Section 3 we prove some technical lemmas. In Section 4 we show 
a preliminary and general result for a factorization of a finite maximal code and we 
construct our family of factorizing codes. From a remark we can infer that for every 
3-code C, every factorization (P,S) verifies one of the following two properties: 
(1) supp(P)~a* (or supp(S)~a*); (2) supp(P), supp(S)cu*uu*bu*. In Section 4 the 
first case is examined and in Section 5 the second. In Section 6 these codes are 
constructed. An extended abstract is already published [28]. 
2. Definitions and previous results 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A* the free monoid generated by A. We denote 1 the 
empty word and we set A+ = A*\l. For any word WEA* we denoted by 1 w 1 the length 
of w and for any letter a~,4 by 1 w la the number of the occurrences of the letter a in w. 
Moreover w-denotes the reverse of w i.e. the word w read from right to left. 
A subset C of A* is a code over A if for any ci, . . . ,c,,c;, . . . ,c~EC the equation 
cl . ..c.=c. . ..c. 
implies 
n=m and V’i~(l, . . . ,n} Ci = Cl 
C&A+ is a prejix code if CnCA+ =8. St&x codes C are defined symmetrically such 
that CnA ‘C =8. A biprejix code is a code both prefix and suffix. 
A code C E A+ is said maximal (over A) if it cannot be strictly included in another 
code over A. Given a finite maximal code C s A+, each letter UE A has a unique power 
u” in C. A systematic exposition of the theory of codes can be found in [;?I. 
As usual Z denotes the ring of the integer numbers, N the semiring of nonnegative 
integers. For any semiring K, K((A)) (resp. K(A)) d enotes the semiring of series 
(resp. polynomials) with noncommutative variables UFA and coefficients in K (see 
[3,14] for a complete survey of this theory). K [A] denotes the semiring of the 
commutative polynomials generated by A over K. For a series S, (S, w) denotes the 
coefficient of the word w in S . Any (finite) subset X of A* will be identified with its 
characteristic (polynomial) series X=CYtX x. The support supp(S) of a series S is equal 
to {w~A*~(S,w)#O}. 
Let PEK(A). P-denotes the reverse of P, i.e. the polynomial P read from right to 
left. Let hE N. P is h-homogeneous if PE supp(P) implies 1 p lb = h. Let h be the maximum 
number of occurrences of b’s in the words of supp(P). For any rE{O . . . , h}, P, denotes 
the r-homogeneous polynomial such that P= PO+ ... +P,,. Given two polynomials 
P,SEZ(A), we write P<S when (P,w)d(S,w) for all WEA*. 
As in [12] we denote N, = FU [l] the semiring of the finite N-sets (multisets) of 
nonnegative integers. For any MEN,, we denote by aM the polynomial 
CaEhl (M, n) a”E N( A). The computation rules are 
aQ=O, a’=1 , a 
M u N =aM+aN, aM+N=aMaN 
The symbols u and + mean union and addition for multisets. 
The notion of factorizing code shows the interplay between codes and polynomials. 
A code C over A is jizctorizing if there exist two subsets P,S of A* such that 
c-l=P(A-1)s. -- 
Finite maximal prefix (resp. suffix) codes CGA* are factorizing since 
C- 1 =P(A- 1) (resp. C- 1 =(A- 1)s) with P (resp. S) be the set of proper left (resp. 
right) factors of words in C. 
As a special case, note that if C is a factorizing code with P, Sfinite, then C is a finite 
maximal code; conversely, if C is a finite maximal factorizing code, then P, S are finite 
sets 121. However it is not known whether any finite maximal code is always 
factorizing: 
Conjecture 2.1 (Schtitzenberger [2,3]). Any finite maximal code is factorizing. 
Schutzenberger investigated deeply the structure of the characteristic polynomial of 
a finite maximal code and proved the well known theorem of the commutative 
factorization of this polynomial [2,3,26]. Reutenauer proved a noncommutative 
version of it [22] and as a consequence he gave a characterization of the 
finite maximal codes. Let CE N( A) with (C, l)=O. C is weakly fizctorizing if there 
exist two polynomials P,SEZ(A) such that C- 1 =P(A- 1)s. We call (P,S) a 
.factorization of C. 
Theorem 2.2 (Reutenauer [21, 221). C is a,finite maximal code ifand only ifC is weakly 
factorizing. 
Remark2.3 ([21]). If P,SEN(A) are such that P(A-- l)S+ 130, then P(A- l)S+ 1 
is the characteristic polynomial of a finite maximal code and P, S have coefficients 0,l. 
For finite maximal codes over the alphabet {a, b] having a few times the letter 
b inside their words, Conjecture 2.1 is true. We call n-codes any finite maximal code 
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C G {a, b} + with n letters b or less by word. In the definition, it is supposed that at least 
one word of C exactly contains n letters b. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4 ( [ 11,201). Any 1- or 2-code C G {a, b} + is factorizing. Moreover, for any 
factorization (P, S) of C with P, SEZ(A), then P, S are characteristic polynomials. 
The second part of this result does not hold in general [23]. 
The aim of this paper is the construction of a family of factorizing codes which 
contains 3-codes. This construction is related to a class of factorizations of the finite 
cyclic groups. 
Let Z, be the cyclic group of integers modulo n, and R, T two subsets of N. The pair 
(T, R) is a factorization of Z, if [lS] 
ViEi?,, j!rER,I!tET:i=r+t modn 
A method is given in [ 171 to construct all the factorizations of Z, where the sum is 
as in N, without modulo n. We call Krasner factorizations these particular factor- 
izations and l-codes are constructed by using them [20]. 
Hajos gave a method for constructing a more general class of factorizations of 7, 
which we call Haj6sfactorizations [ 163. This class of factorizations can be character- 
ized in the following way. 
Proposition 2.5 ([13]). Let R, TEN 1. (R, T) is a Hajbs factorization of.& ifand only if 
there exist a Krasner factorization (I, J) of Z, and M, LEN~ such that 
aR=a’(l+aM(a-1))30, aT=aJ(l +aL(a-l))>O 
Moreover M, L, R, TEN. 
2- and 3-codes are constructed by using Hajos factorizations of Z, ([12], Section 6). 
The problem of finding all the factorizations of a finite cyclic group is still open. 
In this paper we suppose A = {a, b} as in Theorem 2.4. However we can generalize 
these results to arbitrary alphabets A containing at least two distinct letters a, b. 
A characterization of the degree and the decomposability of n-codes with n < 3 can be 
found in [S-S]. It is obtained by an algebraic characterization of respectively, codes 
with multiple factorizations and decomposable codes (over arbitrary alphabets) 
(see [S-S]). 
From now on, we suppose all the codes to be finite and maximal, we briefly call 
them codes. 
3. Some technical lemmas 
In this section we prove two lemmas needed for our main results. 
In the first one we consider two inequations and we prove that some homogeneous 
polynomials appearing inside them have nonnegative coefficients. We will prove 
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(Theorem 4.2) that for any factorization (P,S) of C some of the homogeneous 
components of P and S have nonnegative coefficients thanks to this lemma. 
In the second one we consider other inequations. Two parameters are associated 
with them: a polynomial aH~N(u) and a nonnegative integer ~1. We prove that (x is 
a bound for the coefficient (aH, a’) of the word a’ on uH, where TV N. In Theorem 5.1 we 
will prove our result about 3-codes. The proof is by contradiction. We will get 
a contradiction by showing that (uH, u’) is greater than tl, for a particular HEN. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X, Y, Z, T he polynomials in Z(A). Suppose that X is k-homogeneous, 
Y is h-homogeneous, T is (k- 1)-homogeneous und Z is (h - 1)-homogeneous, where 
h, k > 0. 
(i) If _y, yeA* are such that 1 x lb = k and ) y lb = h then we have 
(XhY, xby)=(X,x) (Y,y). 
(ii) If Xh Y has coeflcients 0, 1, then X and Y (or -X and - Y) have coejicients 0,l. 
(iii) Suppose X, Y have coejficients 0,l. !f X (a - 1) Y + Tb Y + X~ZE N (A) then 
or 
TEN(A)\O and X= 1 th& (L,E-N) 
rtsupp, II 
ZeN(A)\O and Y= c uMzbz (M,GN). 
.-t\upp(Z) 
Proof. (i) By definition we have 
(Xh Y, “by) = c (X,x’) ( Y, y’) 
yhv=rhv‘ 
The nonzero terms in this sum are such that (X, x’) # 0 and (Y, y’) # 0. In this case, by 
the hypotheses we have Ix’jb=k= lxlb and Iy’lb =h= 1~1,. So, by xby=x’by’we get 
x=x’ and y=y’. 
(ii) It suffices to prove that X, Y (or -X and - Y)gN(A). 
Assume the contrary, there exist G,REN(u) with supp(G)nsupp(R)=@ such that 
X, Y verify one of the following four properties: 
(1) Y=G-R, R#O, 3x~supp(X): (X,x)>O, 
(2) Y=G-R, G#O, 3x~supp(X): (X,x)(0, 
(3) X=G-R, R#O, 3y~supp(Y): (Y,y)>O, 
(4) X=G-R, G#O, 3y~supp(Y): (Y,y)<O. 
Suppose that the first case holds. By (i) we have 
Vy~supp(R) (XbY,xby)=(X,x) (Y,y)=(X,x) (-R,y)<O 
which is a contradiction. By a similar argument we get the conclusion in the other 
cases. 
(iii) Let R, G, V, QE N (A) be polynomials such that Z = V-Q and T= R - G with 
supp(R)nsupp(G)=‘8=supp(V nsupp(Q). Moreover let X’, Y’ be subsets of A* 
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such that 
X= 1 xbaLx, Y= 1 uMy by, 
YEX’ )‘E Y 
with L,, M, finite subsets of N. 
Let us prove that X’~supp(R) or Y’~supp( V). Assume the contrary, let 
x~X’\!supp(R), ye Y’\supp( V), a=min L,, p=min M,,. By hypothesis we must have 
(X(a-l)Y+TbY+XbZ,xba”+P by)30 
On the other hand we have (X(a - 1) Y, xbaa+P by) < 0. Moroever (T, x) < 0. So, by (i) 
we have 
(TbY,xba”+D by)=(T,x) (Y,a”+“by),<O. 
By a similar argument (XbZ, xba”+O by)<O. Then we have 
(X(a- 1) Y+ TbY+XbZ,xba”+P by)<0 
which is a contradiction. 
So X’ csupp(R) or Y’ F& supp( V). Let us suppose that the first case occurs, the 
argument is similar in the other one. Let gEG\O, y = a”by’E Y. By hypothesis we must 
have 
(X(a-l)Y+TbY+XbZ,gby)>O 
On the other hand, by (i) we have (XbV,gby)=(X, gba”) (V, y') and by definition we 
get 
(XuY,gby)= C (X,gba’) (Y,a” by’). 
t+n=m--l 
Then, by X’ c supp(R) we get (Xb V, gby) = (Xa Y, gby) = 0. Moreover by (i), 
(TbY,gby)=(T,g) (Y,y)=(-GG,g) (Y,y)<O. 
So we have 
(X(a-1) Y+ TbY+XbZ,gby)<O 
Consequently G=O and the conclusion follows. 0 
Lemma 3.2. (i) Let P,aHeN(a) be polynomials. Suppose that there exists nEN such 
that P+a” (a”- l)>O. Then for any tEN we have 
(a”,a’)< c (P, a’). 
jzr(modn) 
(ii) Let I, H E N. Suppose that there exists nE N such that I = (0, . . , n - 1) (mod n) 
and a”=a’+aH(a”-1)aO. Then I’={O,...,n-1) (modn). 
(iii) Let H,ZzN; n, cr~N. Then cta’+aH(a”--l)>O implies al+aH(a”-1)aO. 
(iv) Let anEN( S uppose that there exist c(, nE N such that 
UI’Zcl 
a"-1 c 1 a_l +aH (a”-- l)= a”-1 a_l(X+uH(u-l)j20. 
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Then for my t EN we have (aH, a’)< r. [f a= 1 then art has coeficients 0,l and 
I’={O,...,n-l\, (modn). If HGN then 
z (I +a”(a- l))>O 
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on card(supp(a”)). If H =0 then the conclusion 
follows. Otherwise let h = min(supp(aH)). Since P+ a” (a” - 1) >,O and (a”+“, ah) = 0 
then (a”,ah)<(P,ah). 
Let aH’=aH-(aH,ah)uh and P’=P+(a”,ah)ah(u”- 1). We have aH’, P’EN <a>. 
Moreover 
P+aH(a”-l)=P’+u”‘(u”-I)>0 
and 
C (P,a’)= C tP’,aj), for any tEM. 
1-1 (modn) ,sr(mod,,) 
Since card(supp(uH’))<card(supp(aH)) we can apply to u”’ and P’ the induction 
hypothesis. We obtain 
VtEN,t#h (u”,a’)=(u”‘,a’)~ C (P’,aj)= 2 (P,aj). 
,“r Imodn) ,‘f (modn) 
Then the conclusion follows. 
(ii) The proof is by induction on card(H). If H=0 then the conclusion follows. 
Otherwise let h=min H. Since (a’+aH(a”- l), ah)30 and (uH(a”- l), ah)<0 then we 
have (u1, ah) > 0. 
Let aH1=arr-ah,a’l=al+ah(an-l). We have H,,I,GN and II={O,...,n-1} 
(modn). Moreover card(H1)<card(H) and a”=ul+uH(a”- l)=a’l+aH1(an- 1)&O. 
We apply to HI and I, the induction hypothesis and we obtain I’= (0, . . . , n - 1 > (mod n). 
(iii) By contradiction suppose that there exists tEN such that 
(a’+aH(a”-l),a’)<O. Then we have 
1 ~(a”,a’)>(u’+a”+“,a’)~0. 
So (a”,a’)=l, (ar+aH+n,uz)=O=(a’,u’)=(a”+“, a’). On the other hand, by hypo- 
thesis we have 
(ra’+u”(a”-l),a’)>O. 
Since (aH(a”- l), a’)= - 1 then we have (ma’, a’)2 1. Thus (a’, a’) >O, which is a 
contradiction. 
(iv) The conclusion follows straightforwardly by (i), (ii) and (iii). 0 
Remark 3.3. It is known that a pair (T, R) of subsets of N is a factorization of Z,, if and 
only if 
(J=(p = z (1 +a”(a-1))aO. 
H is the set of the holes of (T, R) [ 133. 
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4. Partial results about the conjecture 
In this section we obtain some partial results about the factorization conjecture. In 
particular we construct our family of factorizing codes (Theorem 4.3). As a byproduct 
we obtain our result for 3-codes having a factorization (P, S) with supp(P) G a* or 
supp(S)Ga*. 
Remark 4.1. Let CEN(A), P, SE??(A) be polynomials such that C- 1 =P(A-- 1) S. 
The set C,={w~supp(C)l lwlb= } . g r IS iven by the sum of the terms of degree I with 
respect to the variable b in the polynomial P(A- l)S+ 1, i.e. 
Vr>O C,={W~SUPP(C)I IWlb=r}= C Pi(U-l)Sj+ C PibSj 
i+j=r i+j=r-1 
Theorem 4.2. Let C be ujinite maximal code. Let P=C:=O Pi, S=~~,o St be a fuctor- 
ization of C. Then the following statements hold either for (P, S) or for (-P, -S): 
(i) P, and S,, have coefficients 0,l. 
(ii) either 
or 
P,_,EN(A)\O and P,= 1 pbuLP 
PESUPP(Pk - 1) 
S,_,EN(A)\O and St,= 1 a Ms bs. 
S~SUPP(Sh - I) 
Proof. By Remark 4.1, Ck+,,+ 1 = Pk bS,, and C k+r,=Pk(u-l)S,,+Pk-IbS,,+PkbS,,-1 
have coefficients 0 or 1. So we get the result by Lemma 3.l(ii) and (iii) applied to 
X=Pk, Y=Sh, T=P,_,,Z=S,,_I. Cl 
Theorem 4.3. Let C be a code. Let P =CfEO Pi, S=c:,, St be u factorization of C. 
(i) Suppose P (resp. S@;Z(a). Then for any rE{O, . . . , h} (resp. (0, . . . , k}) 
C’=P,(& 1) (Se+ ... +S,)+ 1= c Ci + PO bSr 
ic(O,....r-I) 
(resp. C’=(P,,+...+P,) (A-l)&+l=C,,+...+C,-i+P,bS,) 
is a code. Moreover P, S have coefficients 0,i. 
(ii) Suppose that for any rE{O, . . . , h) we have P(A-1) (S0+...+S,)+130. Then 
P, S have coefficients 0,l. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 4.2, P,,, S, or -P,, -S,, have coefficients 0,l. Suppose that the 
first case holds (the argument is similar in the other case). 
We prove the conclusion by induction over h. For h = 0 we have nothing to prove. 
Suppose the statement is true for any nonnegative integer smaller than h, h30. By 
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Theorem 4.2(ii) we have Sh_r~N(A). So CI,=PObS,_,~N(A). Moreover, by 
Remark 4.1 we have 
Co=PeS,(a-l)+leN(A), 
Vre{l, . . . , h- 1) C,=Po(a_l)S,+P,hS,_1EN(A) 
Set S’=SO+...+Sh_i~Z(A). We have 
h-l 
C’=P(A-l)S’+l= 1 Ci+ChEN(A) 
i=O 
with (C’, l)=O. By Theorem 2.2, C’ is a code and supp(S’) has h- 1 letters b or less by 
word. By induction hypothesis the conclusion follows. 
(ii) If r=O the statement holds thanks to (i). Then the conclusion follows by 
induction over h and by using Theorem 4.2(i). 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let C he a code and P, S a factorization of C. C is a n-code where n > 1, if 
and only if there exist h, k > 0 such that supp(S) has h letters b or less by word, supp(P) 
has k letters b or less by word and h + k + 1 = n. 
Proof. Straightforward, by Remark 4.1. 0 
5. 3-Codes 
Let C be a 3-code. By Theorem 4.4, a factorization (P, S) of C verifies one of the 
following three properties: (i) PEZ(U), (ii) SEZ(U), (iii) P= PO +P,, S =So+S1. 
Suppose that case (i) (resp. (ii)) holds. By Theorem 4.3, P, S have coefficients 0,l. We 
examine case (iii) in Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.1. Let C be a 3-code and (P,S) a jizctorization of C. Then P,S have 
coeJficients 0,l. 
Proof. Let C be a 3-code and (P, S) a factorization of C. By Theorem 4.4, (P, S) verifies 
one of the following three properties: (i) Pe.Z(a), (ii) SEZ(~), (iii) P=Po+P1, 
S=SO +S1. By Theorem 4.3(i), in case (i) or (ii) the conclusion follows. 
Suppose that case (iii) holds. By Theorem 4.2 we can suppose that there exist finite 
subsets I,J, Li (iEI), A4, (jEJ) of N, with P,EN(A) and a’=supp(P,) such that 
PI = c a i b& , S1 = 1 a”J baj 
isI jtJ 
and with at least an iEl such that Li#@ (otherwise C would be a 2-code). 
In order to prove the theorem we have to prove that S is in N(A), i.e. that 
SEEN. Assume the contrary, let Q={jeN (3~(~>0: (So,uj)=-mj) #@ 
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By Remark 4.1 we have the three inequations C,aO, where re{O, 1,2}. By every 
inequation we will infer some facts which will lead to a contradiction. 
Let n be the positive integer such that a”eC. We have 
Co=a”=PoSo (a-1)+130. 
so, 1 =(Po, l)=(aI, 1). 
Let us consider C2 30: 
Cz=xaibaLi (u-l) a”jbaj+~P,baM~baj+CaibaL~bSo~O. 
Let icl be such that Li#~ and let ~EQ, u=min Li. Let us evaluate the integer 
(C,, a’ba”baj). We have 
zaibaLi (a-1)a Mlbaj, a’ba”baj 60. 
1 
So by 
0<(C2,aiba”baj)< 
( 
c P,,ba”~baj,aiba”baj +(,&a’) 
FJ 1 
we have 
( 
c PobaM~baj,aiba”baj 3 -(S,,a’)>O. 
jtJ ) 
Then we have 
QzJ, VjEQ v~Mj#~. 
Remember that 1 l supp(P,)=a’. Let us consider C1 30: 
C,=~aibaLx(a-l)So+P,,bS,,+~aM~(a-l)P,b&O. 
,tl IEJ 
Fix i=O in C1 30. By 
(4.1) 
OdbaL”(a-l)S,+bS,-~a”~ba’<b(aL”(a-l)S,,+&) 
FJ 
we get b(aLo(a - l)S, + S,) 30. This inequation implies Lo #@ since S,,$N(a). So we 
have 
L,#0, uL0 (a--1)&+&30 (4.2) 
Now P,,&, (1 +aLO (a-l))~N(a) imply 
P,So(l +aLo (a-l))=U a”-1 (l+aLO (a- l))EN(U). 
By Lemma 3.2(iv) P,S,(l +aLo (a- 1)) has coefficients 0, 1. So 
P, has coefficients 0, 1. 
In the following we will set PO =a and -(S,,aj)= aj, for any jeQ, 
(4.3) 
We come back to C, 20. By fixing i = 0 and jEQ in this inequation we get 
O<haLo(a- l)a”~haj+haM~haj-ajhaLo ha’. So we have 
VjsQ a L”+MJ(a-l)+aMJ-~jaL”~O 
i.e. rjaLo+a Lo+M,<aLo+M,+l +aM, (4.4) 
Consequently 
VEEN aLo+MJ(a-l)+aMJ+cfaLO~O. 
Moreover, let t’= min Lo. We get 
1 <zj=~j(aLo,a”)<(xjaLo+aLo+MJ,a”) 
<(a L”+MJ+l,a”)+(a’MJ,a’)=(a’WJ, a”)< 1. 
(4.5) 
These inequations imply 
V,~EQ C(j= 1, min Mj>O and c~Mj. (4.6) 
LetjEQ, XEFU. DefineaH=aM~+ra”o+aLofM J (a - 1). By (4.5) we have that a” is in 
N(a). Moreover (4.6) imply 
(aH,aV)=(aMJ,a”)+cc(aLo,a”)= 1 +x (4.7) 
Now, by fixing iEl and jEQ in the inequation Cr 20 we get 
O<a”J(a- l)a’--a’+1 (aLe(a- l)So,aj)ai<aMJ(a- l)a’+cta’ 
It, 
for any positive integer 
c!>max ((aL’(a-l)S,,aj)-1). 
IEl 
So, by (4.2) for any jEQ there exists MEN, r >O such that 
O< ,s(l +aLo (a- 1)) (cx+aMJ (a-l))=% z 
c 1 
+aH (a”- 1) (4.8) 
where aH=aM~+aLo+M~(a-l)+cc aLcl. 
By (4.5) we have aHEN( By (4.7) we have (aH,a”)= 1 +E. On the other hand, by 
Lemma 3.2(iv) (applied to (4.8) with t =u) we have (aH, a”)< x This contradiction 
concludes the proof. 0 
6. Structure of 3-codes 
In this section we characterize the structure of 3-codes. Let C be a 3-code and (P, S) 
a factorization of C. By Theorem 5.1, P, S have coefficients 0 or 1. By Theorem 4.4, 
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(P,S) verifies one of the following three properties: 
(i) PEN(~), 
(ii) SgN(a), 
(iii) P=PO+P,, S=SO+S1. 
It exists [ 123 an algorithm to construct all the 3-codes that verify (i) or (ii) and more 
generally factorizing codes C- 1 =P(A - 1)s such that PG~* and SG {a, h} * (or -- 
symmetrically S G a * and P E {a, b} *). The algorithm uses Krasner factorizations and 
Hajos factorizations of Z, as described in Proposition 2.5. 
Theorem 6.1 ([12]). C is a 3-code with U”EC that verifies (i) (resp. (ii)) if and only if 
C (resp. the reverse C'of C) satisjies the equation 
where (I, J) is a Krasner factorization of Z, and for any jeJ, for any WEST, 
Mj, M,GN; a’(1 +u”~(a-l))>O, ~~(1 +#“(a- l))>O. 
Example 6.2 ([7]). C= {a4, b, ha, a’ba, a6b, aba’b, u7ba2b, bu3b, a2bu3b, b2a2b, bu3ba2b, 
ba4ba2b, a2b2a2b, a2bu3bu2b, a2ba4ba2b} is a 3-code given by 
C- 1 =a:0.2: (A_ 1) (,:o.i; +a(2,3)b+ai0.3.4iba2b) 
Let C be a 3-code that verifies (iii). Let n be the positive integer such that u”EC. By 
Remark 4.1 and by Theorem 4.2, we can suppose that there exist finite subsets I, J, Li 
(iEZ), M, (cET) of N such that 
a”-1 
PO=a’, SO=aJ, ulaJ=---- 
a-l’ 
P, =~aibuLx, S1 = c a”tba’ 
IEI [CT 
(otherwise we turn C into its reverse C-). 
The following theorem characterizes the factorizations (P,S) of a 3-code which 
verifies (iii). More precisely it characterizes the pairs (PI, S i) in a factorization of these 
codes. Indeed we can see that (PO, SO) is a Krasner factorization of 77,. Consequently 
we have a description of the structure of the corresponding codes. 
Theorem 6.3. Let (P, S) be a pair of polynomials in N(A) such that 
P=a’+~uibaL1, S = aJ + c a”fba’ 
iEl rtT 
where (I, J) is a Krasner factorization of Z, and T, Li (iel), M, (tE T) are subsets of N. 
Then, we huoe P(A-l)S+ Len g and only il (P,S) ver$y the following 
conditions: 
(1) ViEI uRt= aL’(a-l)uJ+aJ~O, 
(2) Tc’JRi, 
ItI 
(3) V te T set I, = {iElI tERi}. Then we have 
a”l(a- l)a’+a’3a”t(a- l)a’+a”30, 
(4) Vicl, tET if t&J then aLi(u-l)a”c+a”t>O, if tcJ then uLr(a-l)u”c+ 
a”t+u”‘30. 
Proof. Let (P, S) be a pair of polynomials in N(A) such that 
S=uJ+ C a”lhu’ 
rF 7. 
where (I, J) is a Krasner factorization of H, and T, Li (iEl), M, (tc T) are subsets of N. 
By Theorem 2.2, Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.4, C = P(A- 1)s + 1 3 0 if and only if 
C is a 3-code that verifies (iii). Then Cj>O, where ie (0, 1,2,3}. 
Suppose c=P(A- l)S+ 130. Let us prove that a’aJ (1 +a”c(u- l))>,O, for any 
te T. As in Theorem 5.1 we can prove that there exists c(EN, x>O such that 
al(a+aMt(u- 1))30. Indeed, for any ill set zi=(& (a- l)aJ+aJ,u’). By Remark 4.1, 
we have 
C,=~a’ha~‘(u-l)uJ+C u”t(u- l)u’ha*+u’huJ30. 
It, rt7 
Then for any /ZEN we have 
where z is any positive integer such that ~>max,,, C(~. 
Consequently uluJ(cc+uM~(u- l))>O. So, by Lemma 3.2(iv), u’uJ(l +~~‘(a- 1)) 
has coefficients 0, 1. 
Let us prove (1). Assume the contrary, there exist iel, hEN such that 
(~~‘(a- l)uJ+uJ, uh)<O. Consequently we have 
Od(C1,aibuh) 
< c a”+- 1)&a’, aibuh 
IET 
This inequation implies hc T and (uMh(u- l)uI, a’)>O. So, by (a’, a’)>0 we have 
a’(1 +uMh(u- l)),u’)> 1. On the other hand u’aJ(l +uMh(u- 1)) has coefficients 0, 1. 
Thus we get 
3jEJ\O, qcN: q+j=i, (u’(l+uMh(u-l)),uq)<O. 
Rememberthata’(cc+aMh(a-1))30. So,by(a’(cr+aMh(a-l),aP)>Oandcl>Owe 
get (a’(~-l),uq)>O, i.e. yEI. Consequently we have u’uJ=(u”-l)/(u-1) and 
q +j = i +OEI + J with j # 0, i # 0 i.e. a contradiction. 
By Proposition 2.5, uR1= ~“,(a - l)uJ + uJ has coefficients 0,l. 
Let us prove (2). Let f E T be such that M, # 8 and m = min M,. We have 
Od(C,,u”bu’)= plibuR’,u”bu’ ( + ~u~‘(u-l)uy%u’ ,GI I( IET ) 
-((a”~+‘bu’,u”bu’)<~(uibuR’,umhur) 
rel 
Thus (2) follows. By fixing f E T in Ci 3 0 we get (3). By fixing in I and t E T in C2 3 0 we 
get (4). 
Conversely, suppose that (P,S) verify (l), (2) (3) and (4). Then it is clearly evident 
that Ci30, where i~{O,1,2,3}. Thus c=P(A-l)S+l~N(4). 0 
Inequations in (1) and (3) show that Li (ill) and M, (TV T) are particular sets related 
to the Hajos factorizations of Z, (see Proposition 2.5). The description of the structure 
of these sets and their relation with 2-codes can be found in [12]. 
Theorem 6.4 (1121). C is a 2-code with U”EC if and only if C or the reverse C-?f 
C sutisjes the equation 
C-1 =a’@1) (a’+‘&~+buj) 
IEJ 
where (I, J) is a Kramer factorization ?f Z,, and for any jEJ, 
MjGN, U’(1 +U”‘(U-l))>O. 
By this theorem we can see that any 3-code can be constructed starting from 
a 2-code. For instance, the 3-code C [7] defined by 
c-l=(u :o.1:+uzbu:o~3.4;) (A-1) ($.2: +/,+u:0.‘)bu2) 
can be constructed starting from the 2-code 
C’- 1 =$.‘! (A_ 1) (u:0.21 +b+u:0.‘:bu2), 
The 3-code C defined by 
c- 1 ,($.2: +b) (A-l) (u:‘.‘:+bu) 
can be constructed starting from the 2-code 
~‘_l+o.*~+b) (A-l) &‘.‘:, 
Example 6.2 (continued). The 3-code C can be constructed starting from the 2-code 
C- 1 =$‘.2) (A_ 1) ($‘.‘: +&‘;/,), 
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